Felipe Alou

Across
5. Felipe participated in this event for track and baseball.
6. Where did Felipe live with a white family?
9. Felipe's real last name.
10. How many siblings did Felipe have?
13. What was Felipe's son's name?
16. Who was Felipe's other brother that played in the major leagues?
18. What was in the floors of Felipe's apartment?
19. What was one of Jose Rojas' jobs?
22. How many days was Felipe on the bus?
24. What floor did Felipe live on in Cocoa?
25. How many years was Felipe a manager?
26. Something you need in your passport to get into another country.
27. What language did the Alou brothers speak to one another?

Down
1. What team did Felipe sign with?
2. Where did Felipe buy his suit?
3. What team did Felipe get traded to?
4. The sandwich Felipe tried for the first time.
7. What city did the Giants team move to?
8. Which one of Felipe's brothers signed first?
11. What family members did Felipe play with in the major leagues?
12. What event did Felipe do in track?
14. These people were killed if they were found in the Dominican Republic.
15. Who did Felipe buy a suit with?
17. What laws prohibited Felipe from playing baseball?
20. What important family member did Felipe lose?
21. Where did Felipe eat in his suit?
23. What did fans put in a hat for Felipe?